
Zinpro® IsoFerm® is the 
breakthrough that makes 
this possible. 

What If  
You Could 
Make Your Best

Even Better?



How can you advance nature, 
improve sustainability and drive 
profitability, all while enabling dairy 
cows to become better cows? 
Zinpro IsoFerm is the breakthrough 
that makes this possible. 

By fueling the rumen directly, Zinpro IsoFerm 
enhances rumen performance and enables cows 
to achieve improved fiber digestion and protein 
utilization. An essential nutrient that enhances 
the natural fermentation process in the rumen, 
Zinpro IsoFerm provides further opportunities 
to enhance nutrition programs and demonstrate 
your expertise. 

Zinpro IsoFerm enables diets to be delivered 
at a level that has never been possible before. 
Elevate your nutritional mastery with this 
innovative technology that’s only made 
possible by the research and nutritional 
expertise of Zinpro®. 

Make Your Best Better 
with Unrivaled Performance 
Optimize productivity and profitability when 
feeding this essential nutrient. Zinpro IsoFerm 
is a unique blend of isoacids designed to enhance 
rumen function by directly feeding the fiber-
digesting microbes. By enhancing this process, 
Zinpro IsoFerm provides game-changing 
production efficiency that reduces dry matter 
intake and improves milk production. When using 
this essential nutrient in your program, you can 
further optimize productivity and profitability.

Elevate Your 
Nutritional 
Mastery 

Learn more at zinpro.com/isoferm

By fueling the rumen 
directly, Zinpro 
IsoFerm enhances 
rumen performance 
and enables cows to 
achieve improved fiber 
digestion and protein 
utilization.

https://www.zinpro.com/isoferm/


Do More with Less
Lead the charge in operational and environmental 
sustainability while still driving profits. Zinpro 
IsoFerm unlocks a new level of performance and 
productivity by increasing energy-corrected 
milk and improving efficiency while reducing dry 
matter intake and feed inputs.

Zinpro IsoFerm promotes on-farm sustainability, 
allowing fewer inputs and greater stewardship 
of resources — improving overall operational 
sustainability for all.

A Breakthrough in Dairy
Zinpro IsoFerm is a breakthrough innovation in 
dairy ration formulation. By providing nutrients 
that are specific to rumen fiber-digesting bacteria, 
Zinpro IsoFerm acts as a readily available carbon 
source for highly digestible protein at the exact 
time it’s needed. Directly feeding the rumen 
bacteria reduces dry matter intake allowing cows 
to thrive with fewer inputs. Fueling the rumen in 
this way optimizes productivity by enhancing the 
natural fermentation process enabling cows to be 
better cows.
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To embrace this game-changing technology, 
contact your Zinpro representative today 
or go to zinpro.com/isoferm.

Backed by More Than 50 Years of Excellence
Zinpro IsoFerm is the only product of its kind offering essential nutrients 
and is made possible by the research, expertise and superior quality of 
Zinpro. Your trusted partner in ruminant nutrition, you can be confident 
as you work to deliver the best results possible.

https://www.zinpro.com/isoferm/

